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1. [Question referring to a previous session on ordering e-resources] What do you do when 

you order a print book that comes with online (eBook) access?  One order record or two? 

Need to receive a physical item but also need to activate the eBook. 

 

ExL— Create two purchase-order lines, but in the second one (for the e-resource), for the 

Acquisitions Method, choose Technical. Your situation is why that choice exists. And once you 

choose Technical, then the List Price and Fund fields are not required and can be left blank. 

 

 

2. [Question referring to a previous session on troubleshooting linking] Is there a document 

explaining the basics of parsers and proxies, etc., for the uninitiated? The Ex Libris guides 

are very good but is there a glossary anywhere? 

 

ExL—I don't know about something outside of Ex Libris, but here are some more documents: 

• Glossary 

• Alma Link Resolver Workflow 

• Access to Services 

 

 

3. [Question referring to a previous session on maintaining e-resources] We have been 

deactivating portfolios before deleting them because of some impact in Analytics.  You 

recommended simply deleting those portfolios.  Is there no impact in Analytics? 

 

ExL—Generally, we recommend deactivating rather than deleting, to make sure you don't lose 

usage stats and acquisitions information. If I (Kevin) mentioned simply deleting those portfolios, 

then I misspoke! 

 

 

4. [Question referring to any session in this series] Is this webinar only for Alma subscribers? 

 

ExL—No! Anyone can register for any webinar you can find on the public pages of the Ex Libris 

Knowledge Center. 

 

 

5. I have tried using OAT to check why my IZ collection doesn't have the same amount of 

portfolios as the CZ collection, even if the IZ set up is to have automatic update of new 

portfolios. The reports didn't make sense, either way I did the overlap analysis. 

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/120Alma_Glossary
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Electronic_Resource_Management/051Link_Resolver/010Alma_Link_Resolver_Workflow
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Electronic_Resource_Management/051Link_Resolver/030Access_to_Services
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ExL—Is it possible someone added local portfolios to that collection? Local portfolios might not 

have the right metadata to properly match in an overlap analysis and so may be ignored. If that 

doesn’t seem likely, then we suggest submitting Support Case. 

 

 

6. I see there is option to compare to Network Zone too. Any tips/cautions for that one? Can 

you discuss best practices for doing overlap analysis on IZ and NZ at the same time 

please? 

 

ExL—We didn't present information on overlap analysis in the Network Zone, but the 

documentation does explain it. We'll try to add that subject for next time we teach this class! 

 

 

7. Is it better to use ISSN or Title when comparing journals? 

 

ExL—ISSN (or any unique identifier, like ISBN for books, or LCCN) is preferred for higher-quality 

matching. 

 

 

8. Would you run analysis more than once with different match points to see if you have 

different results? 

 

ExL—It could be worth trying! 

 

 

9. Please repeat or review the different between target and source collection. That always 

confuses me in the spreadsheet. Thanks! 

 

ExL—The Source collection is the one you're considering buying (or cancelling). It's the first 

collection you pick when creating the overlap analysis, and you can only pick one collection (or 

upload one file of titles) to be the Source. The Target is what you're comparing the Source to. It 

can be one or more collections, or even the entire IZ or NZ. 

 

 

10. Is it possible to compare multiple collections to other collections. I couldn't figure out how 

to do that. 

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/040Resource_Management/070Advanced_Tools/010Overlap_Analysis
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/040Resource_Management/070Advanced_Tools/010Overlap_Analysis
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ExL—No. You can have only one Source collection, although the Target can be one or many 

collections. 

 

 

11. Are you planning on building it out to include options like the matching for import 

profiles? (Title fuzzy, etc.) 

 

ExL—I don't believe that's planned, but you can certainly ask about it on the Idea Exchange. 

 

 

12. When you do Title, does it know the difference between electronic and print records in 

the matches? 

 

ExL—The overlap analysis tool ignores records for physical items. 

 

Note from Kevin: I spoke incorrectly during the session when we were talking about trying to 

compare physical items. It turns out the Overlap Analysis tool does not evaluate physical items 

at all. One workaround solution – and it's not perfect – is to "trick" the system by downloading 

a file of physical items from Alma, and then using the Look Up Titles overlap analysis with that 

downloaded file as the Source.  

 

Alternatively, you can use Alma Analytics. There are some equivalent reports that compare P-

to-E (print to electronic) and P-to-P, and so on, that may be useful. We'll talk about Alma 

Analytics and the P-to-E report in two weeks (Oct. 4-5). 

 

 

13. I would be interested in how to use overlap analysis using print/microform resources. For 

instance, I want to weed the microform collection to remove what we have electronically. 

 

ExL—It might work if you can get the microform resources into a spreadsheet file with 

identifiers in the first column, and then use the Look Up Titles function in the overlap analysis 

tool to compare that file to your IZ e-resources. You might also try the Analytics P-to-E report 

mentioned above in Question 12. 

 

 

14. Is there a way we could use overlap analysis to compare a list of books in a potential gift 

(if we have titles or ISBNs) to our entire IZ to see how many and which are duplicates? The 

https://ideas.exlibrisgroup.com/
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Title List use case seems relevant except that you can only search IZ Electronic Resources, 

not books or entire IZ? 

 

ExL—Overlap analysis only works with electronic resources. Your list of physical gifts could be 

the Source for overlap, but the Target can only be electronic resources. And in this case, an 

Analytics report (like the P-to-P report) won't work because Analytics only examines resources 

in your IZ, and the potential gifts wouldn't be in there yet. 

 

 

15. What happens if you choose ISSN as the matching point but only some titles in the 

collection have an ISSN? 

 

ExL—The tool will ignore those titles without ISSNs. 

 

 

16. To help make decisions about cancellations, how would you best analyze usage or cost 

per usage date for titles listed in your 'Titles of Portfolios with no overlap' report, please? 

 

ExL—To have usage and cost-per-use be part of your decisions, you might be better served by 

Alma Analytics. Join us for that session in two weeks! 

 

 

17. Is there way to compare "article level" full-text comparison instead of "title level"? 

 

ExL—Alma doesn't organize resources at the article level; that concept only really exists in the 

CDI (and your discovery service).  

 

 

18. Can we compare to IZ and CZ at the same time? (Title list, or and IZ collection) 

 

ExL—No, you have to run two separate analyses. And you can't compare to the entire CZ; 

instead, you have to pick some collections. 

 

 

19. Is there any way to consider perpetual vs subscription only access in the overlap analysis? 

ExL—You'll have to look at the list manually; the tool won't tell you.  
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20. Is it searching on ALL the ISSN subfields or just subfield a in each field? 

 

ExL—The documentation doesn't indicate, but our testing seems to show it's looking at all ISSN 

subfields. 

 

 

21. Will you have time to compare an IZ collection to a [single] CZ collection? 

 

ExL – We did not try that overlap analysis. But the process is the same as the ones we 

demonstrated. Try it and let us know how it went! 

 


